
EMILY SANDERS (31)
Sebastian’s girlfriend knows what 

she looks like. She skilfully sets the 
scene with a modern cocktail dress. 

This could be based on Chanel’s famous 
“ Little Black Dress”. 

EMMA BRAMLEY (39)
We imagined Emma as the “classic” 

domestic servant of former times: She 
could wear black clothes and a white 
apron. A feather duster or a cooking 

spoon goes well with this.

CATHERINE BINKS (33)
For Catherine, there are two 

 possibilities: She could wear an elegant 
evening dress or a white doctor’s coat 
and a stethoscope around her neck.

JONATHAN BINKS (37)
Jonas would appear a bit 

“ underdressed” when compared, 
e.g. in a worn cord jacket and jeans. 
He could bring the book “Capital” 

by Karl Marx.

RICHARD MARSHALL (29)
We thought of Richard as some kind of 
young Steve Jobs. He could wear blue 
jeans, a black turtleneck sweater and 

round glasses.

HAROLD STORROW (57)
The somewhat odd gardener could wear 
green or blue dungarees – it should be 
workwear in any case. He has a pair of 

garden shears or a shovel with him.

ANTHONY  
WESTONGROVE (70)

The host of the evening wears a 
 timeless, elegant suit. A pocket watch or 

a thick cigar would go well with this.

SEBASTIAN  
WESTONGROVE (36)

Sebastian’s tailor-made suit fits perfectly 
and his hair is accurately shaped with 

gel. He carries a matching leather 
briefcase.

SHADOW OVER 
 WESTONGROVE MANOR

Each game booklet contains an illustration for the respective 
character as well as a detailed role description. We recommend that 
you hand out the booklets to your guests two to three days before 
the game, so that everyone can prepare in time. You can use your 

support code to easily download all role descriptions and email them 
to your guests.

No one has to dress up to participate in the game, but it’s much 
more fun. Your guests can let their imagination run wild with their 

costumes if they want to.


